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Abstract
Inexpensive surplus slow-neutron corona counter tubes are available from many suppliers from the
former Soviet Republic countries (eBay). These tubes are predominantly 3He based, and are highly
sensitive to slow neutrons in the 0.025-100eV range. However, these "corona" design tubes, while
superficially similar to 3He proportional detectors, must use a somewhat different interface. Few
references are available to explain the use of these detectors. This paper provides a brief introduction
to conventional 3He proportional neutron tubes, how they differ from "corona" tubes, and how
"corona" tubes can be used for neutron detection. Example circuits are also provided showing it is
possible to build a sensitive neutron detection system for under $150.
Keywords: neutron detection, corona neutron counter, thermal neutron

1. Introduction
Amateurs have been building neutron counters for years to support detection of neutrons from homebuilt Farnsworth Fusors - to detect whether fusion is occurring in their apparatus. In recent years, the
low-budget experimenter base for LENR science has expanded substantially. These experiments
should be monitored for neutron emission for the science and for experimenter safety.
3

He and BF3 detection tubes are the mainstay sensors for neutron detection in the nuclear industry.
Unlike Geiger-Müller tubes, which operate with a strong avalanche in response to alpha, beta, and
ionizing EM radiations (x-ray, gamma ray), most neutron detection tubes historically operate in
proportional mode at lower bias, and far lower gain. Proportional mode neutron tubes produce a tiny
signal in response to neutron detection and require very low noise high gain amplifiers and pulse energy
extraction. As will be shown, the corona mode detectors need far less gain and can utilize simple
detection circuits.
This paper provides a description of the corona-counter tubes, and example circuits for interface.

2. 3He Neutron Detection Tubes
Conventional 3He proportional neutron tube designs are very similar in cross-section to an ordinary
Geiger-Müller tube (see Figure 1); however, the fill gas is different - mostly 3He, a light isotope of

Figure 1. 3He neutron tube cross-section
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helium having 2 protons + one neutron. 3He is stable and comprises 1.37ppm of the helium on the
Earth. One of the reasons that there is so little 3He is the very reason that it is desirable for the neutron
detector. 3He has a HUGE neutron cross-section (see Figure 2) at low neutron energies. What this

Figure 2. 3He neutron cross-section vs. neutron energy
graph does not account for is the efficiency of the neutrons passing through the outer metal tube of the
sensor. This tube is typically thin aluminum or stainless steel. Aluminum tubes block <1% of the very
low energy neutrons while stainless steel blocks a few percent but is sturdier. The result of the tube
shell blockage is to cause the low energy side of the graph to peak and roll off at lower energies when
considering the efficiency of the whole tube for neutron reaction.
The y-axis in Figure 2 is labeled "barns", which is the unit of measure of interaction cross-section.
What is a "barn" unit and where did the name come from? Think of a "barn" as being representative of
the diameter of a net around the 3He atom - whenever a neutron passes by at a given energy (speed), the
net has a greater probability of capture if its diameter is larger, or the neutron cross-section has a greater
number of "barns". As for the name... something that has a large number of barns in cross-section is
unlikely to be missed by a passing object - it can't miss - like the reference "couldn't hit the broad side
of a barn".
3

He is in such small atmospheric abundance today because of its large interaction cross-section.
Cosmic rays produce neutrons which subsequently react with the 3He, removing it from the atmosphere
(reaction below). Most available 3He is produced as the decay product of man-made tritium.
Historically tritium was bred in reactors by irradiating 6Li and was widely available for many years.
However, US production of tritium was shut down in 1999 because it was cheaper to buy the quantities
it needed from Canada and India. After the terrorist attack in the US on 9/11/2001, the US security
teams became sensitive to the possibility of nuclear terrorist attack and ramped detection capabilities for
nuclear material transport by placing huge arrays of 3He detectors at ports of entry and shipping routes.
The world supply of 3He quickly became depleted in the production of these tubes, and the cost of 3He
skyrocketed from ~$35/l to $1000/l by 2005. Due to the high cost of 3He, contemporary neutron
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detectors manufactured using 3He are expensive. The 3He surplus tubes that are available at reasonable
price were manufactured in the 1970s-1990s when 3He was much lower cost1.
What Figure 2 also shows is that 3He is very likely to interact with neutrons that are at low energy.
They are termed "slow" or "thermal" if the neutrons are moving with a kinetic energy similar to gas
molecules in kinetic (thermal) motion at a given temperature - for room temperature, this equivalent
energy of the neutron is about 0.025eV. Most 3He neutron tubes are rated for detection of slow
neutrons in the range of 0.025eV to 100eV (without moderation). Clearly the high energy limit is a soft
specification since 3He clearly interacts with higher energy neutrons (see Figure 2), but with decreasing
cross-section and hence decreasing probability of interaction.
When 3He reacts with a neutron, what happens? The 3He nucleus will absorb the neutron and will be in
a disorganized, excited state. When the nucleus reorganizes to reduce its energy, it does not form a 4He
nucleus, instead the following reaction occurs:
𝑛 + 32𝐻𝑒

𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑠

3
1𝐻

191𝑘𝑒𝑉 𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 + 𝑝(573𝑘𝑒𝑉 𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐)

The reaction results in 3H (tritium) and a proton, with the energy of the reaction, 764keV total,
partitioned between the two particles. [Don't ask why this reaction occurs, it is just what is
experimentally found to occur.]
The neutron tube is filled with approximately 2.4 bar of 3He initially. The charged reaction particles,
jointly containing 764keV of kinetic energy, interact with the other atoms in the fill of 3He by
scattering. Charged particles are highly interactive compared to neutral particles because the charge
causes interaction with the atom's much larger electron cloud. At a fill pressure of 2.4 bar, the mean
path of these charged particles between collisions is less than a micron. Because of this, collisions will
occur with many particles over a short distance inside the tube. Typical scattering of the nuclear
products results in ionization of the bulk 3He atoms nearby. The ionization energy of 3He is about
25eV, so the 764keV of kinetic energy will result in about 764keV/25eV = 30560 atomic ionizations
per interaction with each neutron. These 30560 ionizations produce 30560 free electrons and 30560
3
He+ ions.
When free electrons and ions are produced from the collisions with the high energy reaction products,
the electric field created by the voltage placed across the tube accelerates the electrons and ions in
opposite directions. The wire in the center of the tube is biased positive (+, anode) and the outer tube is
negative (-, cathode). The electrons will be attracted to the positive wire and the 3He+ ions will be
attracted to the outer tube. The electric field is radial, and the field accelerates the electrons and
positive ions across the gap. Without going into too much detail of the kinetics of the charged particles,
the result is that as the electrons and 3H+ ions reach the conductors, an electrical current pulse is formed
at the circuit terminals of the tube. This pulse is amplified and sensed as the electrical marker of the
neutron event.
For the concentric wire and tube arrangement, the electric field inside points from + to – with a field
strength given by:
𝑬(𝑟) =
1

𝑉
𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝑏
𝑎

where a < r < b

Thanks to Richard Hull for his historical perspective on 3He production, availability, and cost.
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In this equation, the log() is a constant and the function is 1/r. This means that close to the wire in the
center, the electric field is highest, and can be very high. The smaller the wire, the smaller will be the
radius to which electrons may approach, and the higher the electric field strength.
While the forgoing description of the production of an electrical pulse from a neutron event is true,
there is another important phenomenon that happens during the propagation of the electrons and the
3
He+ ions that must be described. As mentioned before, charged particles interact strongly with atoms.
The electrons and the 3He+ ions will be scattered as they migrate toward their respective electrodes in
the electric field, with a collision occurring every 10 nm or so. Most of these scattering incidents will
be elastic with the 3He atom taking much of the energy from the electron slowing it down. However, as
the high voltage that is placed between the central wire and the tube increases, the accelerations
imposed on the electron and ion increase. At some high voltage or close approach to the central wire
where the field is strongest, the electron/ion will acquire 25eV of energy by electric field acceleration
between collisions. At this high voltage the electron/ion statistically acquires enough energy that the
scattering will ionize the 3He atom in collision, turning it into another electron/ion pair. This amounts
to a gain in the number of electrons and ions - basically amounting to charge amplification.
The impact ionization is an overly simplistic picture of what really happens. Ionization does not have
to occur to produce new charge carriers. What happens even before ionization on impact is that the
impacted neutral gas atom will be excited, and in relaxation, will emit a photon. The photon will
impinge on the inside of the outer tube causing a photoelectron emission, the electron being
subsequently accelerated toward the central wire. Photo effects can become the dominant means of
adding new charge carriers. This cascade effect including ionizations and photoelectrons is called
Townsend avalanche. The exact behavior of this avalanche will depend upon gas composition, gas
pressure, voltage, and the nature of the photoelectric metal surface on the inside of the tube. The
important thing to remember is that the bulk of the avalanche photons and ions are generated where the
field is strongest near the wire. The higher the field, the more likely the avalanche is to occur. All of
this results in charge amplification.
As the impressed tube voltage is raised, the charge amplification increases. Proportional neutron tubes
operate at a voltage where the typical charge amplification is on the order of 100. So, while the neutron
may have initially produced 30560 electrons, by the time the electrons all make their way to the center
wire electrode, there will be (30560)(100) = 3.056E6 electrons. Since each electron has a charge of
1.602E-19 coulombs, the total charge in the pulse will be (3.056E6)(1.602E-19) = 4.9E-13 C = 0.49
pico-coulombs; a tiny charge pulse. This charge is delivered to the electrode over the course of about
2µs, so it amounts to a current of 0.25µA for 2µS.
Figure 3 is a diagram found in textbook descriptions of gas filled radiation detection tubes. It lays out
different regions for what happens inside the tube after an ionizing radiation event. On the far left at
low voltage is the Recombination region (don't worry about the voltage scale, it is somewhat arbitrary
depending on the dimensions of the tube, and gas composition). In the Recombination region, the
voltage applied to the tube creates such a small electric field that the electron/ 3He+ ion pairs will be
attracted back together and recombine without a significant fraction being drawn by the electric field to
the electrodes (central wire and outer tube wall). No significant signal will be produced at the
electrodes. Obviously the Recombination region is not too useful.
In the Ionization Chamber region the electron/3He+ ion pairs will drift to the electrodes, but the electric
field does not provide enough acceleration between collisions that ionization or photoexcitation will
occur in the collision – I.E. there is no avalanche effect. Thus, only the charges that are liberated in the
original radiation interaction will be drawn to the electrodes. I.E. the charge gain is ~1.0.
In the Proportional region, the voltage across the electrodes provides enough acceleration between
collisions that avalanche effects (photoemission, ionization) begin to add to the charge carriers. In the
Proportional region, the charge gain is proportional to the applied voltage (hence the name). This is the
historical mode of operation of 3He detector tubes. Even with the charge gain of 100, the pulse output
is small and the pulse height is a function of the applied high voltage. The system remains linear and
the pulse heights observed for the neutron reaction energy of 764keV are selected by the processing
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Figure 3. Gas filled detector tubes regions of operation
electronics to be indicated as neutron events. These tubes do not provide information about the energy
of the neutron – a detected neutron always produces a 764keV 3He nuclear reaction within the gas.
Above an applied voltage threshold, the gain becomes very high and saturates – the avalanche becomes
a self-sustaining continuous current flow after any initial radiation event. To use the gas tube in this
Geiger-Müller region, a second gas (typically a molecular gas like an alcohol vapor) is typically added
to help quench (stop) the continuous flow of current. Also, a large resistor is placed in series with the
tube to help quench the avalanche by lowering the net anode voltage as the current increases. This
region is characterized by longer pulses that are very strong and easy to detect. Most radiation detectors
for x-ray, gamma ray, alpha particles, and beta particles are designed to operate in this region. Typical
fill gas may be argon plus a few percent of alcohol vapor for quenching. In this high charge
amplification region, any ionizing event will produce a maximum saturated output current pulse
independent of the energy of the original event.
Corona neutron detectors are designed to operate in this Geiger-Müller (corona) region. These
tubes have 3He instead of Ar and may have other noble gasses added and tube wall treatments made to
help quench the avalanche. Any neutron event will start a fully saturated output pulse (it is no longer
linear). This makes the corona neutron tubes insensitive to power supply voltage variation in its
response to a neutron. To aid in avalanche quench, a VERY large series resistor is used – much larger
than would be used in proportional detectors. Typical series resistors are in the range of 100MΩ,
while for a proportional tube, less than 10MΩ would be typical. Corona neutron detectors typically
have a very small diameter wire for the anode (70-100 microns diameter) to bring the onset of corona
mode to a lower voltage. Commonly a tungsten wire is used for strength due to the small diameter and
it is gold plated for improved electrical conductivity. Such a small anode wire has a very high electric
field as it is approached by electrons, and it shifts the curve of Figure 3 to the left in voltage with onset
of the Geiger-Müller (GM) region occurring near 600V.
That brings up the next important topic in neutron detectors: rejection of gamma radiation so as to
detect only neutrons. It is common in nuclear reactions to find that when neutrons are emitted, so is
gamma radiation. From a safety standpoint, either one may be dangerous to nearby humans, but to
understand how to protect those nearby, or to understand the science of the reaction, it is desirable to
know how much of the radiation may be from neutrons and how much may be from gamma radiation.
So, in the neutron detector, it is desirable to have a high detection ratio of neutrons/gamma.
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In GM tubes designed to detect x-ray and gamma, the detection is not in the tube’s gas – the gas just has
too little mass to interact with the high energy photons. Instead the detection event begins with a
photoelectric ejection of electrons from the outer tube wall. Good GM tubes will optimize the outer
tube for this photoelectric emission.
In neutron detection tubes, the opposite is desired – the outer tubes should be designed with low mass
and can be treated to minimize the x-ray photoelectric effect. The place to start is to reduce the mass of
the tube to minimize the probability an x- or gamma-ray will interact with the tube.
In proportional neutron tubes, further rejection of x- and gamma stimulated events is achieved by
recognizing that neutrons only produce an output in the tube corresponding to 764keV, whereas x- and
gamma will be statistically higher or lower energy than this. Therefore in a proportional neutron tube,
one selects a narrow range of output pulse height to associate with neutrons and rejects all of the rest of
the pulses as being due to x- and gamma rays. Generally, though fewer high energy gamma events are
detected because the tube is designed to be low mass and the high energy gamma just statistically
passes through the tube without interaction. There are two problems with proportional mode neutron
counters: 1) a very low noise amplifier is needed due to the small size of the pulse, and 2) drift of the
“neutron detection region” with temperature. Accommodating these issues make the electronics for
proportional neutron detectors expensive.
So how is gamma rejection achieved with a corona neutron tube? The corona neutron tube,
operated with a very high series resistance, achieves an operating point just at the beginning of the
corona plateau. Because of this, low energy x-ray events do still produce a lower pulse output than the
high energy (764keV) event from a neutron nuclear reaction with 3He. The low energy x-ray/soft
gamma events are ignored by setting a single threshold – below which are x-ray events, and above
which are neutron events (this can be done with a simple comparator). High energy gamma is rejected
by designing the tube to have sufficiently low mass that the high energy gamma just statistically passes
through the tube without interaction. That being said, there will be some high energy gamma photons
that are wrongly detected as neutrons, but it is a good trade-off for the simple electronics that are
enabled by operating the tube in the corona mode.

3. Electronics for Corona Neutron Tubes
Electronic support/analysis circuits for the slow-neutron corona detectors are noticeably simplified
over the electronics required for proportional detectors. Figure 4 shows a simplified block diagram of
the circuits that will be described in the following sections. The example circuits that are shown take

Figure 4. Corona neutron counter tube support electronics
advantage of [2016] modern components to simplify the designs. The system is designed to create
output pulses, one per neutron, to be counted in an external data acquisition system.
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3.1 Slow-neutron corona counter tube specifications
By way of example, the Russian CHM32 tube was used in this example, purchased on eBay for $53
including the shipping. The specification sheet for this tube in Russian is shown in Figure 5. Table 1
shows the specifications extracted from this sheet - the most important specifications are highlighted.
Notice that the supply voltage specification is 1500VDC minimum. The maximum voltage for such
tubes is actually much higher, about 3000VDC, and is almost irrelevant as long as supply voltage is
above 1500V.
The most important specifications are the corona starting voltage and the maximum corona discharge
current. When the very high resistance, Rbias, is used in series with the tube, it is Rbias that will set the

Figure 5. CHM32 specification sheet and tube image
quiescent corona current running through the tube. What happens is the full high voltage from the high
voltage power supply (HVPS) will initially fall across the corona tube because initially no current is
flowing. At that high voltage, any ionizing background radiation will immediately start a corona
Table 1. Extracted CHM32 specifications
CHM32
Tube type
Dimensions
Supply Voltage
Corona Start Voltage
Corona Discharge Current
Tube Background Counts
Weight

Specification
3
He, corona
18.5mm OD x 323mm length
1500 VDC (minimum)
600 – 700 VDC
25 µA (maximum)
0.017 CPS (max)
42 g

current to flow. As current begins to flow through the very high resistor R bias, the voltage across the
tube drops due to the voltage drop across Rbias until the voltage across the tube is just above where the
voltage where the corona can sustain – the specification’s “Corona Start Voltage”. The specification
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shows the corona start voltage as varying from tube to tube; presume the average value of 650V. In
steady state operation corona current will flow continuously through the tube such that the voltage
across the tube is the corona start voltage, in this case 650V.
Pick a power supply voltage of 1800V to be comfortably above the minimum value of 1500V. The
steady state voltage across the tube will be 650V, thus, the voltage across R bias is (1800-650)=1150V.
With an Rbias resistance of 100MΩ, the steady state corona current is:
𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑎 =

𝑉𝐻𝑉 − 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑎
1150 𝑉
=
= 11.5 𝜇𝐴
𝑅𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
100𝐸6 𝛺

The 11.5µA of corona current is about half the specified maximum, and is a good operating point. The
current gain of the tube is only very weakly affected by corona current. However, the more corona
current supplied, the greater will be the power needed to be supplied by the HVPS – smaller power
means less battery drain. With 1800V supply voltage and a continuous corona current of 11.5µA, the
HVPS will be delivering about 21mW at the high voltage. A modern switching HVPS will have an
efficiency for this high voltage generation of about 65%, so this 11.5µA will result in about 32mW of
input source drain. The smaller the operating corona current is, the easier it will be to build the HVPS.
According to the specification, once the circuits are added around the corona tube to detect neutrons,
the tube has a background count of 0.017 CPS maximum with no neutron input, or about one count per
minute. Note that this is a maximum value and typically will be much less. The actual background
count in high energy cosmic ray sourced neutrons is frequently in the range of 2 per minute. So, if a
moderator is present (more on this later), the background count will be limited primarily by cosmic ray
neutrons.
3.2 The High Voltage Power Supply (HVPS)
For corona tube operation, the HVPS need not be as tightly regulated in output voltage nor does it's
noise need to be as low. Nonetheless, what is provided as an example is a regulated low part count
HVPS based upon modern switching components. Architecturally, the goal is to design the neutron
detector to be operated from a 4.5-5V power supply with a current drain less than 100mW. This will
allow the detector to operate from almost any USB source. The USB specification allows up to 100mA
to be drawn before enumeration. That means that you can draw up to 100mA with no microprocessor
in the connected device able to respond and ask for more current. Still, that 100mA is a minimum of
450mW which should be 3-4x more than is needed for this application.
The HVPS design presumes that the power being drawn will be less than 80mW. Modern DC-DC
converters are implemented with switching regulators. High voltage DC-DC converters predominantly
use a mode called flyback which is similar to the old spark coils used in cars. However, the voltage that
highly integrated switching regulators can handle is limited to about 30V on the switch inside the IC.
For this example, the MAX16052 monolithic switching regulator manufactured by Maxim Integrated3
and distributed by Digi-Key Electronics4. Most of the parts used in construction are available from
Digi-Key in small quantities and with excellent delivery processing.
The MAX1605 is a small SOT23-6 surface mount part whose body is only 3mm x 1.75mm (see Figure
6). Connection of this regulator is simple - it only has 6 leads. Figure 7 shows a schematic
diagram for connection of this regulator. For this regulator, pin 3 is ground, and pins 1, 2, and 5
are all connected to the input +4-5V supply. To help protect the internal regulator control circuit
from resetting on voltage spikes, connect a ceramic chip capacitor (C2) from supply to ground of
1µF or more. This regulator is designed to switch the LX pin to ground, pulling current though
the coil until the current limit is reached. Then the switch is opened, and the voltage on the LX
pin rises rapidly. Connecting the LIM pin to supply selects the current limit to 0.5A.

2

MAX1605EUT at Digi-Key, http://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/maxim-integrated/MAX1605EUTTG16/MAX1605EUT-TG16CT-ND/2699391
3
Maxim Integrated, http://www.maximintegrated.com
4
Digi-Key Electronics, http://www.digikey.com
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Figure 6. SOT23-6 package of regulator
There is a short time for the switch to remain open, and then the switch connects to ground again until
the current rises to the 0.5A limit.

Figure 7. MAX1605 regulator connection
The inductor to which the LX pin connects is actually the primary of a small 1:20 transformer. With
the transformer chosen, and its primary coil inductance, the regulator operates at about 180kHz. Use of
this high frequency allows a small transformer to efficiently pass higher power than at lower frequency.
This regulator will continue to switch at 180kHz until the voltage on the FB pin (6) rises to 1.25V.
When the feedback from the output, divided by the voltage divider comprised of R fb and Rset, rises
above 1.25V, the regulator stops switching altogether. When the feedback drops below 1.25V again,
the switching resumes.
Presuming that Rfb is connected to the output of the HVPS, whose voltage should be regulated at
+1800V, a very large resistor must be used to keep the feedback voltage divider from drawing too much
power. If a value of 150MΩ is used for R fb, then Rset will be really small and the overall load on the
output will be about 150MΩ. The power just from the feedback resistors will be (1800)^2/R fb = 22mW.
This is a large fraction of the regulator power budget just for the feedback. Going higher than 150MΩ
is possible, but noise will begin to cause issues at some point. For this design, a feedback resistor of
150MΩ was used. Note that since the voltage at the FB pin of the IC will be 1.25V, essentially all of
that output high voltage is across the resistor. R fb must be a high voltage rated resistor. As a chip
resistor, the edges of the solder terminations must be about 4mm apart. Another way to achieve this is
to buy more than one resistor to make-up Rfb - for example, a 100MΩ + 50MΩ resistors or 3x50MΩ
resistors in series.
With Rfb=150MΩ, Rset can be calculated to set the output voltage to 1800V. Presume that the current
drawn by the FB pin is 0, then the voltage at FB is calculated as a simple resistor divider using RFB and
Rset to provide 1.25V at FB:
1.25 = 𝑉𝐻𝑉

𝑅𝑠𝑒𝑡 =

𝑅𝑠𝑒𝑡
𝑅𝑠𝑒𝑡 + 𝑅𝑓𝑏

1.25
𝑅
𝑉𝐻𝑉 − 1.25 𝑓𝑏
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𝑅𝑠𝑒𝑡 =

1.25
1800 − 1.25

150𝑀Ω = 104𝑘Ω

Since the actual value of VHV is not critical, just pick Rset to be 100kΩ which will make VHV slightly
higher than 1800V.
Figure 8 shows the high voltage section of the power supply. The primary of the Coilcraft 5 1:20
transformer is the coil that is being switched by the LX switch terminal of the regulator. The secondary
of the transformer has about 570VPP of high frequency AC which is fed into a Cockcroft-Walton6
voltage multiplier module from Voltage Multipliers, Inc 7. The Voltage Multipliers Inc module, the

Figure 8. HVPS high voltage section
PVM302P08, provides an amazing simplification for the HVPS. It is an 8-stage CW multiplier in a
small module package, containing as many as 18 high voltage capacitors and diodes. From the user's
perspective, it behaves like a magic rectifier that takes in the AC voltage and supplies a DC output
voltage that is about 7x higher than the peak value of the AC input voltage.
On the output of this CW multiplier, all that remains to be done is to filter the high voltage and feed it
back to provide regulation. This is done with large ceramic surface mount chip capacitors and large
resistors. The capacitors are the 2025 size (6.4mm wide by 5.1mm across) and are rated for use up to
3kV. The 4.7MΩ resistors are large single piece resistors of size 2512 (6.4mm long by 3mm wide).
The large size is important to prevent spark discharge across the part.
One important caveat about building this circuit is that the output of T1 and U2 itself (the multiplier)
produce a tremendous amount of high frequency electric field noise! Care must be taken to keep the
wire short very between T1 and U2. The whole regulator should be placed inside a metal shielded box
or should be enclosed in a metal can to prevent leakage of this field which is a strong form of
interference with the measurement of the neutrons at the corona tube.
The final, output 4.7MΩ resistor (marked as R6) is placed there as protection for the power supply from
shorting.
The capacitor, C7 contains substantial energy and the experimenter should be very careful to
avoid electrical shock! The 150MΩ resistor will bleed the output voltage to 0 in about 15 seconds
after the power is removed from the regulator.
Having a high voltage probe when testing is extremely useful. A high voltage probe can be constructed
from another 150MΩ resistor string through a 150kΩ resistor to ground to make a 1000:1 high
resistance probe. This can be constructed on a thin strip of bare glass epoxy printed circuit board (grind
off the copper as needed). Make sure the 150k resistor is grounded when making a measurement.
Then connect to a multimeter and readings in mV actually represent V.
5

Coilcraft Inc., Cary, IL; http://www.coilcraft.com
Wikipedia reference on Cockcroft-Walton voltage multiplier, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cockcroft-Walton_generator
7
Voltage Multipliers, Inc; Visalia, CA; http://www.voltagemultipliers.com/html/standard_hybrid_multipliers.html
6
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3.3 Simple Analog Processing for Neutron Detection
As mentioned in the previous text, the detected neutrons produce a strong pulse due to being biased
into the edge of the corona region of operation. Because of this, not much gain is required. However, if
the amplifier is a voltage amplifier, it will be highly susceptible to pickup of electric field noise coming
from the HVPS. Because of that, a trans-resistance amplifier was constructed using a single opamp.
With this architecture, the amplifier's input is at AC ground and it senses current through the coupling
capacitor instead of input voltage.
This design will operate all of the analog electronics from a single regulated +3.3V supply. A regulator
is needed to prevent all of the noise on the supply from the switching power supply and from the
neutron pulse output drivers from entering the analog amplifier. Using a standard regulated voltage of
3.3V will permit the use of a simple, fully integrated low-dropout voltage regulator IC (LDO). But,
having a 3.3V rail makes it very important to manage dynamic range in the analog processing chain.
The opamp used is a modern low voltage component - a rail-to-rail input and rail-to-rail output low
voltage opamp. This opamp (ST Microelectronics TSV6308) is another small part that is supplied in the
same SOT23-6 package as the switching regulator (package pictured in Figure 6). It behaves as almost
an ideal opamp and can be powered from a single +3.3V supply (and ground). While the opamp's open
loop gain does fall off near the rails, the whole 3.3V can be used as part of the operational range of the
circuit.
Because of the possibility of leakage electric field noise from the HVPS, an amplifier was chosen that
has a virtual AC ground node at its input - a "trans-resistance" amplifier. This configuration creates a
voltage output from a current input - as though the current passed through a resistor. Figure 8 shows
the TSV630 opamp configured as a trans-resistance amplifier. In this circuit, the current that flows

Figure 9. Trans-resistance amplifier for corona neutron signal
through Cc into the negative input to the opamp is multiplied by resistor R5 to produce a voltage at
Vout. Due to its high open loop gain the output of the opamp drives its feedback such that the voltage
difference between the + input and - input is essentially 0V. Any current driven into the - input is
matched by a current due to feedback through resistor R5. With the 820kΩ feedback value for R5, the
gain is such that a neutron produces about a 2V peak signal at Vout. This corresponds to a charge gain
of >1000 for the neutron pulse with the tube in corona mode.
The single supply opamp must also have a bias that puts the output in the 0-3.3V range. If the
capacitor, Cc, is ignored for DC analysis, the voltage gain from the + input is 1+R5/R4 = 1.82. At the +
8

TSV630 specification sheet:
http://www.st.com/content/ccc/resource/technical/document/datasheet/2b/d8/9b/ce/01/bb/40/fc/CD00219052.pdf/files/CD00
219052.pdf/jcr:content/translations/en.CD00219052.pdf
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input, the voltage divider of R2 and R3 divides the 3.3V supply to provide a +0.3V input. With the DC
gain of 1.82, the bias point of the opamp output is (1.82)(0.3) =0.55V. Since the desired portion of the
neutron pulse is going to be about +2V, the bias point of the output should start toward the lower rail in this case at 0.55V and when a neutron pulse arrives, the output will have a pulse to 2.5V - well below
the top voltage rail of 3.3V.
One aspect not mentioned about the corona tubes (until now) is that the corona mode has a great deal of
gain. When operating in the corona mode, the signal is essentially in saturation for a neutron pulse,
producing a net gain of perhaps 1000. However, for small noise signals the gain may be higher, for
example 10000. The result is that there is a lot of noise in the absence of the neutron pulse. As
measured in the output of this trans-resistance amplifier, there is about 0.5V RMS of corona noise
present. Despite the large value of the noise, the neutron pulse rises clearly above the peaks when it
occurs. Interestingly, the noise output is roughly equal to the Johnson thermal noise multiplied by the
hypothetical small signal gain of 10000. Figure 10 shows a capture of the output of the trans-resistance

Figure 10. Oscilloscope capture of trans-resistance amplifier out with neutron pulse
amplifier single-triggered on a cosmic neutron pulse. On either side of the neutron pulse the corona
noise can be seen. On the far right of the scan, is a nearly maximum height noise peak topping out at
about 1.5V, while the neutron caused a peak of 2.36V. If a comparator threshold is set at about 1.95V,
then only the neutrons will trigger a pulse output.
Is the opamp required? The simple answer is "no". It is possible to just use a resistor divider (to set a
bias point) and capacitively couple the tube output directly (see Figure 11). The disadvantages of this
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Figure 11. Simple detection circuit
simple solution are that: 1) the impedance of the Vout node is very high and will be highly susceptible
to pickup of stray electric fields (and the HVPS makes a lot of stray E-fields), and 2) the pulse output is
inverted. The opamp based trans resistance amplifier will be relatively insensitive to stray E-fields
because its input and output nodes have an AC resistance on the order of 30Ω (very low).
Presuming that the opamp solution is used, the circuitry can be continued with a comparator to provide
a positive going pulse output whenever a neutron is detected. The output of the trans-resistance

Figure 12. Comparator circuit string
amplifier is filtered with an R-C lowpass filter with a corner that just begins to affect the rise time of the
neutron pulse - which is about 400kHz corner frequency. This reduces the noise on the output slightly.
The lowpass filtered signal is applied to the positive terminal of the comparator, U3. The threshold set
at the - input of the comparator is set by the resistor divider string R7, R8, and R9 - two resistors are
provide in the top half of the string to allow fine tuning of the threshold using standard value resistors for example, adjust R8's value as needed to reliably detect neutrons while rejecting noise spikes.
Adjusting R8 higher in value lowers the threshold voltage.
The comparator is powered from the raw voltage input for the neutron detector to produce the highest
voltage output pulse. Also, having the current from the comparator driving the output resistance and
capacitance from the raw supply prevents transient voltages on the 3.3V analog rail that is supplying the
amplifier. The output of this comparator (unlike many comparators) is direct CMOS output capable of
driving ±6mA. Figure 13 shows a captured trace having a neutron output from the trans-resistance
amplifier (yellow trace) and the corresponding output from the comparator (green trace). For counting
applications the pulse width is generally irrelevant.
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For most applications, the CMOS output source impedance characteristic will not present a problem.
Since this sensor is envisioned to drive a coaxial cable to deliver the pulse to a data acquisition system
counter input, there is the concern over being able to drive the capacitance of the cable. A typical
coaxial cable, such as RG-58 (50 ohm coaxial cable) has a capacitance of about 82pF/m - so a 3m run
of cable may have nearly 250pF of capacitance. This capacitance has been shown to have an
insignificant effect on the waveshape of the CMOS output of the comparator. Figure 12 shows the
schematic having a series 51Ω resistor in series with the output to minimize the ringing on the coax
from source reflection.
Figure 14 shows a capture of the oscilloscope screen at the node connecting the 51Ω resistor to a 3
meter length of RG-58 coax cable. As can be seen the rise and fall time of the output pulse are still fast
compared to pulse width. The series 51Ω resistor also helps prevent the output from damage due to
external shorting.

Figure 13. Oscilloscope capture of comparator output
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Figure 14. Oscilloscope capture of output with 3 meters of RG-58 cable attached
3.3 Local neutron pulse indication
In earlier versions of this paper, the schematic showed an LED indicator being driven by a transistor
from the pulse output of the comparator. What a design oversight! The comparator output is a pulse
having a width of only about 5-10µs. Even if a transistor could drive the LED to full current in such a
short time as the pulse, the eye would not notice that brief of a light output. What is needed is a device
that is triggered by the pulse output from the comparator, but drives current through the LED for about
0.5s (500,000 µs). Such a device is called a monostable multivibrator, or 1-shot. Another desirable
feature is that the 1-shot should be re-triggerable – I.E. if a second neutron pulse arrives while the LED
is illuminated, the 1-shot should stay on. Additionally, it is desirable to get the 0.5s timing without use
of a giant capacitor. A good device for this purpose is the LTC6993-2. This device, in an SOT-6
package, is positive edge triggerable and is programmable with 3 resistors to have a negative outgoing
pulse of 0.5s duration (see Figure 15). The ratio of resistors R13 and R14 select a pulse width range
and whether the output pulse is positive or negative. In this case a range that includes 0.5s pulse width
and negative output pulse is selected. Resistor R11 adjusts the internal clock to adjust the pulse width
within the range set by resistors R13 & R14. When the comparator U2 outputs a pulse for a neutron
detection, the pulse goes to pin 1 of the 1-shot to trigger the start of its 0.5s low output. When the
1-shot’s output goes low, the blue LED is activated. A smaller, 180Ω current limiting resistor is used to
provide a pulse current of about 10mA in the LED – providing a bright and very noticeable output
indicator.
Unfortunately, this update in the LED indicator did not make it into the first pass printed circuit
boards, but was added in the second revision.
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Figure 15. Re-triggerable 1-shot drive for neutron indicator LED
3.4 Power supply architecture and low voltage regulation
As the previous sections mentioned, the intent is to use a 4.5-5V power supply to power the neutron
detector from USB sources - computer USB cables, USB chargers, etc. Generally this means that the
voltage will be in the 4.5-5V range and if the current drawn is less than 100mA, then a computer could
supply it without enumeration (just connect it, no microcontroller required). In typical operation, the
HVPS draws about 20mA of average supply power and the analog electronics draw less than 2mA, so
the power drain is well below the source current drain target of <100mA.
The analog amplifier requires a regulated supply of +3.3V, so a regulator will be required to supply a
stable voltage. A simple, SOT23-3 low dropout linear regulator that was selected for this application is
the AP7317 from Diodes Inc9. This regulator can supply up to 150mA and has a dropout voltage of
typically 150mV - meaning that the 3.3V output will stay in regulation until the input voltage falls
below 3.45V. Output voltage accuracy is ±2% over temperature and make tolerance. It is simple to use,
just have a capacitor from input to ground and output to ground.
Figure 16 shows a schematic for the power supply wiring. Since the power supplies have plenty of
headroom, diodes D1 and D2 are used to help isolate current peaks from the HVPS from causing
dropouts in the LDO in the analog side. Further, D1 and D2 help protect against accidental reverse

9

Diodes Incorporated, Plano, TX; http:// http://www.diodes.com/
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Figure 16. Power supply wiring
connection. Diodes D1 and D2 are available in a single package as an SOT23-3 Schottky diode pair
with common anode as a BAT54A by Diodes Inc. (see Figure 17).

Figure 17. BAT54A dual Schottky rectifier
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3.5 Parts and Construction
There is no easy way to say this, many of these parts are small. Construction and breadboarding
techniques vary with each builder. In the case of prototyping the circuits described here, two different
methods were used - one for the HVPS due to its high voltage, and a different, quicker technique for the
low voltage analog chain. Both techniques will be described. For final circuits, if a PC board is
designed and etched for the circuits, the HVPS would fit on a board 2cm high by 4cm long. The analog
circuit would easily fit on a board 1cm x 2cm.
For those who are not familiar with surface mount parts and their size nomenclature, Figure 18 provides
a sense of scale. Notice the designations "0804", "2512", "1206". These provide the rough indication

Figure 18. Surface Mount parts found in the circuits described
of the size of rectangular parts. Take the first size for example, "0804", and divide it into two sets of
digits "08" and "04". Place a decimal in front of each group, so "08" becomes 0.08 and "04" becomes
0.04 and the dimensional units are inches. So, a part labeled "0804" would be 0.08" x 0.04". The 0804
capacitor on the left is a 4.7uF non-polarized ceramic capacitor with a maximum voltage of 16V. Such
small, high capacitance ceramic capacitors are excellent filter capacitors, having much longer life and
better performance than electrolytic capacitors historically used at this capacitance. These capacitors
are perfect for switching regulator supply bypass.
The capacitors on the right, HVPS C4 & C5 are huge by comparison 0.02" between the metalized ends
and 0.25" wide. The ceramic dielectric layers comprising this capacitor must be made thicker to
withstand the maximum operating voltage of 3kV, hence there are fewer layers and the area must be
made larger to get even to the 10nF value of capacitance. Fortunately, for the high voltage filter, 10nF
is plenty.
Notice how small the SOT23-5 package is for the LMV7271 comparator. This is not even the smallest
package available for this part, but it may be the smallest desirable for breadboarding. The basic
outline for all SOT-23 parts is the same. The -3, -5, or -6 designation indicates how many leads will be
present on the package.
The voltage multiplier (HVPS, U2) is a large rectangular surface mount module. Inside this module are
16-18 high voltage parts all interconnected with tailored spacings to prevent internal arc discharge.
This part is very convenient having only 4 connection points, two of which are ground. Figure 19
shows this part's size and appearance. Note that this is a specialty part, but highly desirable. It is
manufactured by Voltage Multipliers, Inc. and is available from them in quantities of 10 for about $45.
Without this module, the part count of the HVPS would expand substantially. However, it is realized
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Figure 19. PVM302P08 Cockcroft-Walton voltage multiplier module
that the part is hard to obtain and expensive, so a discrete Cockcroft-Walton design is also presented
below.
If your eyes are good [young], it may be possible to build these circuits without the aid of magnification.
The author; however, generally worked with either a magnifying visor or under a stereo microscope
(Figure 20). Once some experience is gained, it is easy to solder many of the surface mount
components even though it is done under a microscope because the leads of the components and
soldering pads are all on one side. As will be described, when creating the initial breadboard, it s far
more desirable to use leaded components plugged into a solderless breadboard when possible. Hybrid
techniques are also possible as will also be described.

Figure 20. Visor magnifier (left) and stereo microscope (right)
Due to the high voltage, the HVPS was breadboarded by soldering the components to a crude PC
(printed circuit) board. While it is possible to build the circuit upon a continuous sheet of copper, it
helps to begin by carving out empty spaces and some small solder pads in advance by using a Dremel
tool with a small cutting burr. This is best accomplished by beginning with a drawing tool on the
computer capable of working to a scale. Enter in the outlines of your parts, and push them around in
the drawing to produce a workable layout almost as if you were going to have an etched printed circuit
board fabricated. Identify critical areas on the board where having an isolated pad would be
particularly useful, and areas where the copper should be removed due to high voltage. Then, using a
caliper and some measurements taken from the drawing, transfer the rough pattern of metal to be
removed onto a small piece of single sided copper clad board with a pencil. Then use the Dremel tool
to remove the copper. The Dremel cutting can be done under the microscope or magnifier. Be sure to
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inspect to insure there are no unplanned shorts. Don't plan on making all of the connections with
Dremel carved traces - just some key cutouts. While this sounds tedious, a one-off breadboard can be
constructed in 1-2 hours and be ready for adding components. In 3-4 hours the whole circuit can be
ready to test - AND - modify to get it to work. If a full PC layout is done, the result will certainly be
pretty, but the time to first test-able circuit may be 2 weeks. Then it will likely still require
modification to achieve the desired performance. If only one is to be constructed, it could be modified
and working in one day if working using a Dremel made board.
Also, when making a one-off breadboard, consider connecting the components upside down (known in
technical circles as "dead-bug construction"). Many times this can simplify connection to a small
surface mount part with no degradation in performance. Also, the leads of ICs can be bent out and up
for connection if they are not going to be soldered directly to the PC board. Figure 21 shows an early
breadboard of the HVPS. Much of the wiring has been done using fine insulated wire-wrap wire that
has been soldered point-to-point. Transformer T1 and voltage multiplier module U2 have both been
"mounted" upside down and connected with point-to-point soldered wires (actually, the only
"mounting" of these parts are the wires soldered to the copper ground plane). Care must be taken in
transcribing the connections from the top view of the part to the bottom view. Don't be afraid to add
extra supply filtering capacitors in the early stages of testing.

Figure 21. Early breadboard photos of the HVPS
As can be seen in Figure 21, the early vision was to mount all of the neutron counter interface on a
single 2" diameter board; but in retrospect, a linear design with separate boards for the HVPS and the
analog section would have been better. A new linear layout is currently under
The electric field interference from this board is severe, primarily from the voltage multiplier module.
A shielding box was constructed by cutting a strip of copper about 9mm tall and forming it into a fence
around the HVPS. Then a snap on top was made for the box to enclose the supply; the top having a
drilled hole for the high voltage wire to come out (see Figure 22). This box attenuated the
electromagnetic E-field interference by a factor of 10 - and to a tolerable level that was at least 2x
below the corona noise in the amplifier output. It is clear that the HVPS will need to be in a complete
enclosure. Tests were made to insure that the high voltage output R-C filtering was sufficient and the
noise being seen in the analog section was not due to direct conduction. The output filter was found to
be sufficient.
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Figure 22. Enclosed HVPS
Since the analog circuitry is all low voltage, a solderless breadboard was used to accelerate the
optimization of the design. Historically when solderless breadboards were used, it was possible to get
the ICs used in a DIP package to plug in. However, in recent years, most new ICs are no longer
available in DIP packages, so how can the solderless breadboard continue be used for prototyping with
the actual ICs in the design? The answer is to construct small DIP mount-able adapter header boards
having the surface mount IC used in the design. Figure 23 shows an example of creating a custom

Figure 23. Header adapter for surface mount parts
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board for one of the TSV630 opamps. Figure 23 shows the sequence of construction from left to right
and top to bottom. In the upper left is a picture of a stepped aluminum block with a perforated board on
top having holes on 0.100" centers. Next is a picture of clipping off 3 header pins from a single row
strip of header pins - two groups of 3 pins are clipped off. Place the two groups of header pins in the
perf-board separated by 0.300" across from each other as shown in the upper right picture. Next (not
shown), cut a strip of single sided vector board (having non-plated through holes on 0.100" centers with
0.070" square pads) that is 3 pads wide and desirably as long as possible. As the lower left picture
shows, cut off a small section of the vector board strip that is 4 pads long - it can be conveniently done
with a large pair of diagonal cutters. Place this small 3x4 pad board on top of the header pins that are
set into the perf-board (bottom center). Then, under the microscope or with a visor magnifier, begin by
soldering the header pins to the board. Place the surface mount opamp on the header board and in any
convenient way, solder the pins of the IC to the pads that have the header pins. The way this was done
in the lower right photo is to solder pins 1,2,5,6 to free pads on the header. Then bend up horizontal
pins 3 and 4. Solder across to the pads using small wire, such as wire-wrap wire. Finally solder a
flying wire for pins 3 and 4 from the corner pads to the raised leads. The part is so small, if it is not
touching, it will never short. Now this surface mount part can be plugged onto a solderless breadboard
and used just like a DIP packaged part. [A coworker once named these "spiders".]
There are also adapter boards that can be purchased for this purpose - one for each package type. These
work great, but there is no need to be held hostage for not having the correct adapter - just wire up a
custom one for the job and move on.
Figure 24 shows the complete breadboard for the neutron detector. The HVPS is breadboarded by
soldering components to a board and with a shield from 0.25mm thick copper sheet. The slow-neutron

Figure 24. Analog processing solderless breadboard
counter tube electrode end is shown in the left side of Figure 22. The tube is supported inside a 36mm
ID aluminum tube having a 1mm thick wall just for convenience. The corona counter tube is suspended
with styrofoam donuts inside this aluminum tube which is mounted so that it will not move. The anode
of the tube is connected to the HVPS through a small board which has the 100MΩ of resistance. On
this small board is also the 27pF capacitor to couple signal into the input of the trans-resistance
amplifier (U1) on the solderless breadboard. The solderless breadboard has the trans-resistance
amplifier (U1), the comparator (U3), and the 3.3V LDO (U2). As can be seen in the photograph, there
is plenty of room on the solderless breadboard for additional circuitry if desired. Fine tuning the
component values is trivial using this type of breadboard.
Only when the circuit has been evaluated to perform its function should the design be committed to a
PC board layout. So, how is one to evaluate a neutron counter system? Answer: there is a cosmic ray
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generated background of fast-neutrons that may be detected at a rate of about 1/minute. Cosmic rays
are primarily very high energy protons, typically >1GeV. When these strike the O2 and N2 in the upper
atmosphere, fast neutrons are knocked out of the atoms (spallation), and these fast neutrons rain down
on the Earth. These cosmic ray generated neutrons should be detectable in the breadboard neutron
counter at a rate of about 1/second. Note that these are fast-neutrons and will require moderation to
slow them down to the 0.025-100eV range for detection in the “slow-neutron corona counter tube”.
This can easily be accomplished by placing 2-4” of HDPE plastic, paraffin, or water suspended above
the tube while it is being tested. It is inconvenient, but the alternative – neutron test sources – are hard
to obtain; typically very expensive (~$15k), and require a license.
To detect the cosmic ray events, a digital storage oscilloscope will be needed. The trigger threshold is
setup to be positive going at a level above the noise, the scale is set to about 50µs, and the trigger is set
to single. When a neutron arrives, the trigger fires, and a sweep of the neutron waveform is obtained
(like Figures 10, 13, and 14). Waiting for a neutron requires patience, but it works.
3.6 Voltage Multiplier Alternative
Earlier it was mentioned that it is possible to construct a discrete version of a Cockroft-Walton
(C-W) voltage multiplier circuit to replace the Voltage Multipliers, Inc. module, U2, in the HVPS. An
alternative draft design for this has been done, and has been prototyped. Testing shows that it works
exactly as anticipated. Figure 25 shows a schematic of the discrete C-W voltage multiplier for this
application. In Figure 25, a “10-stage” design is shown. The 10-stage design nominally provides a

Figure 25. Discrete Cockroft-Walton circuit for the HVPS
DC voltage output that is ~10x the positive-going peak value of the AC waveform supplied to the input
of the multiplier (at C4a). Each stage requires 1 rectifier and one capacitor. In the C-W circuit, each
rectifier must be capable of withstanding the full peak-to-peak voltage at the output of T1. Notice in
Figure 24 the convenient dual rectifier array in an SOT23 package. These are just really convenient –
of course, the design could be implemented with individual rectifiers as well. Use of the dual rectifier
package simplifies the layout of the resulting circuit, but it comes with a limitation. There are few high
voltage dual rectifier parts from which to choose. The part selected for this design is the Toshiba
1SS398 which is rated for a maximum reverse voltage of 400VDC for each internal rectifier. This
voltage limitation means that the Vpp from the output of T1 must be 400V. If Vpp = 400V, then
Vp=200. To achieve regulation at 1800V, the multiplied output must be at least 10% higher than the
regulated value desired. If the 2000V multiplied output is needed, and Vp = 200V, then 10 stages are
needed. The Voltage Multipliers, Inc. PVM302P08 is only 8 stages and is capable of operation to
3000V, so internally, rectifiers would have to handle peak reverse voltages of Vr = (2)(3000/8) = 750V.
Note that the worst case for the ratio of Vp/Vpp is 0.5 for a completely symmetric waveform. Typically,
for the flyback excitation being provided by the LPR1605 switching regulator, there will be a pulse for
a short portion of the cycle. This creates an asymmetric waveform that has a high peak. In Figure 26,
the green curve on the left shows an idealized DC pulsed voltage waveform as could be seen at the
input to the transformer from the flyback drive of the regulator. The DC pulse is normalized to
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Figure 26. AC centering for a pulse waveform
1.0VDC high (switch opens), and when the switch is closed (shorted to ground), the voltage is 0VDC.
When this highly asymmetric waveform passes through an idealized 1:1 transformer, the centerline 0V
position of the output will have equal areas under the positive portion and the negative portion. For this
10% pulse width, this means that the Vp/Vpp = (9)/(1) = 9. This has two implications. First, it is
important to select the correct output terminal of the transformer secondary as the input to the voltage
multiplier because the voltage multiplier is only going to rectify the positive-going peak – select the
transformer output with the high positive-going peak. Second, the negative-going portion of the pulse
is small and the Vpp will not be that much bigger than the Vp value – this means that the voltage
multiplier rectifiers can handle a greater voltage output than they could with a symmetric waveform.
For the purposes of this design, perhaps the regulator would work satisfactorily with only 8 stages
instead of 10 with corresponding drive of the transformer to higher Vp values.
The drive for the transformer in the discrete C-W design has only one real difference (compared to the
earlier design), the option to change the flyback current setting. The LPR1605 regulator keeps the
switch to ground (LX) closed until the current reaches a particular value, and then switches off. If the
LIM pin is connected to supply as it was done with the first design, the flyback current limit is 500mA.
This provided a high output pulse when the switch opened that was needed to drive the PVM302P08
module to the desired output voltage. With the 10-stage multiplier in the discrete C-W design, the Vp
may need to be lower to keep the voltage across the rectifiers below their limit. When the LIM terminal
is left open, the flyback current limit is set to 250mA, and the Vp will be less when the switch (LX) is
opened. To provide the option to select between these choices, a “solder-dot” option is provided (see
Figure 27). Placing a dot of solder across the two terminals connects LIM to supply (500mA) or with
no solder LIM is open (250mA).

Figure 27. Regulator circuit with solder-dot current option
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The complete schematic for the HVPS having the discrete C-W multiplier is in Section 5: Appendix.
The parts for the discrete C-W multiplier are available from DigiKey for less than $3. This circuit has
been tested and verified to provide sufficient drive voltage and current for the CHM32 tube.

4. Detection of fast neutrons: moderation
As was described in section 2, the slow-neutron corona counter tubes are designed for thermal-warm
neutrons having a kinetic energy of 0.025eV to 100eV. If detection of neutrons in this range is of
primary interest, then the neutron tube can be used just as it is. However, most nuclear processes
(fission and hot fusion) produce high energy neutrons, generally above 1MeV. In this high energy
range, the neutron cross-section for 3He is very small compared to capture at 1eV. Thus, to detect these
neutrons at energies above 100eV, the neutrons must be slowed, or moderated.
Neutron moderation is best done by neutron scattering from hydrogen atoms in a dense material
containing lots of hydrogen. Why is this? Consider a ball from a billiards table. If you drop it onto the
floor, the ball bounces nearly to the height from which it was dropped. Because the floor has
essentially infinite mass, the ball is reflected with little energy transferred to the floor. Now consider
impacts of the billiard ball with another stationary ball on the table. If the impact is at 45°, then the two
balls emerge, each with 50% of the initial kinetic energy, and the original particle’s direction is
changed. What enables this exchange of energy is that the impacting objects have the same mass. So,
as we look at moderation of a neutron, it is desirable for the neutron to have impacts with other particles
having nearly the same mass – that would be a hydrogen atom.
One can imagine the moderation process as a succession of scattering impacts within the moderator,
slowing the neutron at each impact, and also changing its direction. Figure 28 shows how tracks of an
initial parallel beam of neutrons might be scattered while passing through a small block of high density
polyethylene (HDPE). It is not unreasonable to expect a certain percentage of neutrons to actually exit
the block in the direction toward the source. Of course, not only is the direction of the exiting neutron

Figure 28. Imagined neutron scattering
being changed and randomized, its kinetic energy is being reduced to a lower value.
While condensed matter seems dense, its volume is primarily field space around the electrons and
nucleus. Since the neutron is little affected by these fields, the scattering is primarily from impact with
the hydrogen nucleus – a tiny object in a huge space. Needless to say, the mean free path of the neutron
is fairly large in terms of the number of lattice constants of the moderator material – so a reasonably
large mass of the moderator material is needed to slow MeV class neutrons to thermal kinetic energy.
For HDPE, a typical thickness for moderating MeV neutrons is on the order of 50-100mm. If the
moderator is too thick, the neutrons may be slowed and be statistically absorbed into a nucleus inside
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the moderator, preventing its detection. If the moderator is too thin for the incoming kinetic energy of
the neutrons, the neutrons will not be slowed enough to efficiently be detected in the 3He tube.
Consider also that atoms in the moderator, including the hydrogen, will be in vibrational motion due to
the thermal energy of the condensed matter. Thus, it is not possible to moderate the energy of the
neutron to an arbitrarily small value with impacts, because the hydrogen atoms themselves are in
thermal motion that depends on moderator temperature.
Several materials are commonly used for moderation; listed below in order of preference for use with
neutron detectors:
1. High Density PolyEthylene (HDPE)
2. Paraffin
3. Water
In general, the slow-neutron detector tube must be embedded in a moderator to slow high energy
neutrons to an energy where they can be detected by the tube. This is typically done by placing the
detector tube inside a hole in a block of HDPE, paraffin, or container of water. HDPE's advantage is
that it is a rugged and rigid material that will easily hold its form over typical environmental
temperature ranges. Paraffin will work, but will need to have a container to hold it and will soften and
melt at about 37°C while the industrial temperature range goes to 80°C. The reason to choose between
these moderator materials is primarily mechanical.
For omni-directional detection, a cylinder or a sphere of the moderator material is used with a hole
drilled through the center to house the tube. There must be 75-100mm of thickness of the moderator
around the tube (in radius). This spherical moderator is seen in commercial neutron detectors, such as
the Ludlum 2241-4 having a 9” HDPE spherical moderator (Figure 29). Ludlum’s detector uses a

Figure 29. Ludlum 2241-4 neutron detector
proportional mode tube about 1cm in diameter having an active region 2-4 cm long with a high pressure
(about 10 bar) of 3He. This tube is inserted through a drilled hole into to the center of the sphere. This
detector was designed for nuclear safety. Thus, it must be capable of detecting neutrons arriving from
any direction; hence the spherical moderator design.
However, for the case of experiment monitoring, the potential source of neutrons is well known – it is
the small reactor core itself. There is no need or desire to monitor neutrons coming from directions
other than from the reactor core because it would simply raise the detected neutron background
detection of cosmogenic neutrons. Cosmogenic (born from cosmic rays) neutrons are created in the
ionosphere when GeV protons (cosmic rays) strike nitrogen and oxygen causing spallation of neutrons.
These cosmogenic neutrons rain down from all above ground directions with a maximum at the zenith;
and are MeV energy neutrons. For experiment monitoring there is no need to provide effective
moderation for neutrons coming from undesired directions. Nonetheless, even with a directionally
weighted moderator, neutrons will be detected from undesired directions at a reduced efficiency.
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For the purpose of this project, a directional moderator was designed that would also allow detection of
reaction generated neutrons of that began as thermal neutrons (no moderation needed). The objective is
to be relatively sensitive to neutrons from 0.025 eV to over 4 MeV. Figure 30 shows the geometry that
was chosen (top view). The slot in the center would be pointed toward the experimental source of
neutrons so that emitted thermal neutrons would simply go straight to the tube. Fast neutrons that went
straight to the tube would not be moderated and would go undetected. However, it is unlikely that the

Figure 30. Detector with shaped moderator for experiment monitoring
experiment will produce a beam of neutrons – instead, the experiment will become a point source
emitting neutrons in random directions in 4π space (all directions), and potentially with random kinetic
energy. So, many of the fast neutrons that are emitted will penetrate the forward faces of the HDPE
moderator and will be slowed to strike the tube. Remember that as the neutrons are moderated, their
directions will become random, so it is not a requirement to have a direct line path between the source
and the sensor tube. Figure 31 is a set of photographs of the constructed moderator that has electronics
mounted in its base. Note that the tube extends partly into the cap at the top and into the base – the base
is constructed from two stacked 1” thick layers, making it easy to embed the high voltage wiring.
This entire moderator was constructed of rectangular cut pieces of HDPE ordered cut to size from
Professional Plastics10 online. When ordering the HDPE pieces, the length and width are specified, but
the thickness is from the sheet of that thickness. The length and width can be specified to close
tolerance by paying extra, but the thickness of the sheets is the actual value of the sheet thickness. The
large vertical main moderator pieces were ordered from 2” HDPE stock, but the actual measured
thickness of the delivered pieces was 2.110”. Similarly, the 1” thick pieces were 1.005” (very close),
and the 0.5” thick part was actually 0.492” (very close).
As can be seen in the pictures in Figure 31, the main moderator section was constructed of 2 long 2”
thick pieces with a 0.5” thick back plate screwed to it (1/4-20 nylon screws). The additional thickness
of the 2” stock was cut out of these 2” blocks as a lengthwise round groove to make the section form
seen in Figure 30. The groove was cut with a ¾” round nose router bit on a router table.
Note that cutting the round groove is optional. If the 0.5” back plate is wide enough,
the gap can be made wide enough to accept the full diameter of the tube. Because
the 2” thick pieces came wider than expected, when the prototype was constructed,
the groove was made to accommodate the extra 2” thick plate thickness. This is NOT
a design requirement.
Large holes were drilled into the base and top plates to accommodate the length of the tube. In the
upper 1” plate used for the base, the square hole to recess the electronics box was cut by drilling corner
holes and using a reciprocating saw to cut between them. Then a coarse file was used to square-up the
cutout (which goes completely through the upper base plate). The wire routes from the electronics box
to the tube were cut with a 1/8” end mill by freehand guiding. The non-front facing corners were given
a quarter-round shaping on the router table before assembly – only to prevent injury when handling.

10

Professional Plastics, URL: http://www.professionalplastics.com/HDPESHEETSRODS
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A clip for the center pin was made by boring a slightly too small hole through a segment of brass rod
and then cutting this off of the rod about 0.25” long. Then the resulting brass ring was slit

Figure 31. Photos of the constructed detector and moderator assembly
longitudinally using a Dremel rotary tool with an abrasive cutting wheel. The ring was expanded until
it just fit on the tube’s terminal. The high voltage + supply wire was soldered to the ring (before sliding
it onto the tube). When the lower bottom plate is installed, the high voltage tube anode becomes
completely surrounded with the highly insulating HDPE.
The base was designed to be larger than the footprint of the upper portion of the moderator to help keep
it from accidentally tipping over. The handle on top was located front-to-back over the center of mass
of the entire assembly.
While the structure was assembled using ¼-20 nylon pan head screws, use of plastic screws is probably
not needed. In the end the choice was more aesthetic than a technical requirement. The screw heads
were recessed using a 0.5” end mill (though a 0.5” drill could probably also be used with satisfactory
result (note that the end mill will not pull itself into the plastic, but the 0.5” drill will try to draw itself
too deep into the plastic and careful depth control will be required). The HDPE machines easily –
almost ideally; however, there may be some flash at the corners that can be removed by scraping
sideways with a knife.
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5. Performance
As of this v0.99 draft, there is not a lot that can be reported for the performance. The unit has only
been tested with cosmogenic neutrons, whose pulses can be seen in the following oscilloscope trace
(Figure 32). As can be seen, with the detector tube pointed vertically (as shown in Figure 31),

Figure 32. 500 second oscilloscope trace showing detector pulse output
six cosmogenic neutrons are detected in 500 seconds, or a background rate of about 0.7 counts per
minute for this short period.
The neutron detector was placed in a position near the test reactor (inactive) which was also near the
scintillator lead shield (~70 kg of lead bricks) where it will be used. Note that lead is reputed to create
an increased neutron background count – possibly due to its reaction with cosmogenic muons. The
pulse output of the detector was connected to a USB interfaced counter input and the count was
sampled once per minute for 5 days using a small application created in Labview. The results from this
data capture are plotted in Figure 33. The average in this dataset was 0.94 counts/minute.
Interestingly, there are two peaks in the data output that seem correlated with afternoon thunderstorm
activity. It was not clear whether these count peaks were an electromagnetic effect or capture of actual
neutrons from the storm (some reports indicate thunderstorm related neutron production).

Figure 33. 5 day plot of detector count sampled once per minute
Current drain from the 5V source is less than 50mA with both LEDs lighted. The blue neutron pulse
indicator produces a bright blue flash with each output neutron pulse and is easily visually observed (in
a dimly lit room, it would light up the ceiling).
More testing will be reported when it becomes possible to access a neutron check source.
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6. Printed circuit boards
Separate printed circuit boards were designed for each of the analog amplifier circuit, the HVPS
using the VMI voltage multiplier module, and the HVPS using the discrete C-W voltage multiplier
circuit. These are detailed below.
Regarding the RoHS directive to eliminate heavy metals from electronics … these boards have been
assembled with rosin core 60/40 lead-tin solder. The sum total of Pb on the few boards built for this
project by all experimenters together will not contribute to the lead in the environment as much as one
wheel counterweight. Still, there is nothing to prevent the use of a Pb-free solder if it is readily
available and the experimenter is skilled with its use.
6.1 Analog amplifier board
Figure 34 shows the front and back sides of the printed circuit board designed for the analog
amplifier.

Figure 34. Analog amplifier PC board front and back views
Typical assembly of the board begins with soldering of the SOT-23 ICs as shown in Figure 35. If a
short develops during soldering of the IC pins, use Solder Wick 11 to clean out the short. Developing
skill in the use of Solder Wick will create at least the appearance of expert soldering.

11

Solder Wick – a flux loaded flat solder braid used to absorb solder when heated
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Figure 35. Install the ICs
Solder the surface mount resistors and capacitors according the locations shown in Figure 36. This is
usually best accomplished by adding solder to one of the pads, reheating that pad to add the component.
The component is now fixed in place and the other end can be soldered. Then go back and add a tiny
amount of solder to the first end to insure the first overheated joint is not a “cold” (oxidized) solder
joint.

Figure 36. Install the remaining surface mount components
Once all of the surface mount components have been installed, insert the LEDs. First add the plastic
LED board spacer, and with their flats properly oriented (see the board silkscreen outline on the back),
insert the LED leads through the board. It helps to spread the long LED leads to about 0.5” spacing at
the ends to create a spring that will help hold them in place when inserted. Double check that the flat
on the LED flange matches the flat on the silkscreen label on the board.
Solder one of the LED leads from the surface mount side. While pressing the LED tight against the
board, re-heat the first solder joint to allow the LED to be soldered tightly against the board. Then
solder the second LED lead (order is not important). Go back and add more solder to the first joint to
insure it is not a cold solder joint. Clip off the excess lead length (to about 0.02” or 0.5mm above the
board surface).
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Figure 37. Install the LEDs
This analog board is meant to be mounted in its housing by the LEDs. The LED holes are drilled 1.0”
apart and the board is inserted with the LEDs pressed through the holes until the LED base flanges are
resting on the inside of the front panel. The LED spacers raise the board from the panel to clear the
nearby bases and nuts for the power connector and BNC nut. Figure 38 shows this mounting method in
the machined aluminum housing made for it with an earlier version of this board installed (in this case,
an earlier board of the same exact dimensions having a soldered on circuit patch that was corrected in
the v2.0 boards shown in Figures 34-36).

Figure 38. Board mounted in housing
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The analog board is installed in the bottom slot in Figure 38. On the right hand side of the slot is a
panel mount 2.1mm coaxial connector for the incoming 5V from the power supply. On the left hand
side is the rear of a panel mount BNC connector. Before the cover is placed on the aluminum box, a
foam pad is placed over the analog board to keep it pressed into place. Note how the interconnections
are made to the HVPS board (in this case, the VMI voltage multiplier version). When assembled this
way, the top of the panel will look as shown in Figure 39.

Figure 39. View of electronics box panel from the top
6.2 HVPS board with discrete C-W multiplier
Figure 40 shows the front and back sides of the printed circuit board designed for the HVPS.

Figure 40. HVPS PC board front and back views
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As with the analog board, assembly of this board begins with soldering of the SOT-23-6 regulator IC
and diodes as shown in Figure 41.

Figure 41. HVPS PC board with IC and diodes
Next, solder down the chip components, saving the transformer for last (primarily because it is a tall
component that can get in the way of soldering other components). Solder across the solder-dot to short
it - testing has shown that for the 1850V regulation for the corona counter tube, the 500mA peak current
is needed.
The transformer’s solder pads are underneath the part and it is intended primarily for soldering with
solder paste in a reflow oven. To make soldering the transformer reasonable, the pads for it are
oversized to allow the iron to heat the pad from outside the part. Begin by adding a small puddle of
solder to the upper right corner. Make sure to rotate the transformer so that the dot on the transformer
matches the dot on the board in the upper left corner. While centering the transformer in the four pads,
heat the upper right pad to melt the solder while making sure that the transformer, held with tweezers, is
pressed against the board. This should lock the transformer in place for soldering the other 3 pads.
With the first, upper right pad soldered, solder the other pads by heating the pad and touching the rosin
core wire solder to the pad, causing solder to wet and flow under the transformer. After doing this for
all 3 remaining pads, go back to the upper right pad and add more solder in a similar way. It sounds
more complicated than it is with the extended size pads.

Figure 42. HVPS PC board with all components
Note that this board was assembled using a 51Ω resistor for R1 because a 47Ω was not available.
Similarly, a 4.7 µf capacitor was used for C1 because a 1 µf was not available. These component
values are not critical.
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6.3 HVPS board with VMI voltage multiplier module
Section 6.2 described the assembly of the PC board for the discrete C-W module. Assembly of the
HVPS board using the VMI module is essentially the same with the module substituted for D1-D5 and
C3-C12. Figure 43 is a picture of a completed HVPS version 1.0 VMI board. Note that the version 1.0
board has serious errors in the silkscreen labeling, but the metal and green solder resist patterns are
correct. There are only 4 connections to be made for the VMI module and soldering is similar to the
transformer.

Figure 43. HVPS VMI PC board with all components
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7. Appendix
Sheet 1 has the overall schematic for the high voltage power supply and Sheet 2 has the overall
schematic for the analog electronics and the low voltage power supply.
7.1 HVPS using VMI voltage multiplier module
Table 1 shows the parts list for the HVPS using the VMI module, followed by the schematic.
Table 1: Bill of Materials for HVPS using VMI module
Item

Name

Description

Mfgr.

Mfgr. PN

Distributor

Distributor PN

Buy
Quant

Ea

Buy
cost

1

C1

1uF ceramic 0805
25V X7R

TDK

CL21B105KAFNNNE

DigiKey

1276-1066-1-ND

1

$0.11

$0.11

2

C2

10uF ceramic 0805
16V X5R

Murata

GRM21BR61C106KE15K

DigiKey

490-6473-1-ND

1

$0.19

$0.19

3

C13

AVX

2225HC103KAT1A

DigiKey

478-5965-1-ND

1

$1.92

$.92

4

C14

AVX

2225HC103KAT1A

DigiKey

478-5965-1-ND

1

$1.92

$1.92

5

C15

TDK

C4520CH3F270K160KA

DigiKey

445-11892-1-ND

1

$0.88

$0.88

Voltage
Multipliers
Inc

PVM302P08

Voltage
Multipliers Inc

PVM302P08

1

$44.97

$44.97

10nF, 3kV, X7R, size
2225
10nF, 3kV, X7R, size
2225
27pF, 3kV, NP0, size
1808

module, 8-stage
6 MOD1 Cockroft-Walton
voltage multiplier
7

R1

47Ω 0603 5%

Yageo

RC0603JR-0747RL

DigiKey

311-47GRCT-ND

100

$0.004

$0.44

8

R2

100kΩ 0603 5%

Yageo

RC0603JR-07100KL

DigiKey

311-100KGRCT-ND

100

$0.004

$0.44

9

R3

4.7MΩ, 5%, 0603

Yageo

RC0603JR-074M7L

DigiKey

311-4.7MGRCT-ND

100

$0.004

$0.44

10

R4

100 MΩ, 5%, 1206,
high voltage 1/4 W

Vishay
Dale

CRCW1206100MJPEAHR

DigiKey

541-100MALCT-ND

1

$0.59

$0.59

11

R5

50 MΩ, 5%, 1206,
1/4 W

Stackpole

HMC1206JT50M0

DigiKey

HMC1206JT50M0CTND

1

$0.58

$0.58

12

R6

100 MΩ, 5%, 2512,
high voltage 1W

Bourns

CHV2512-JW-107ELF

DigiKey

CHV2512-JW107ELFCT-ND

1

$0.58

$0.58

13

T1

1:20 surface mount
transformer

Coilcraft

LPR6235-253PMRB

DigiKey

LPR6235-253PMRB

1

$0.00*

$0.00

14

U1

MAX1605 DC-DC
flyback boost
regulator, SOT23-6

Maxim

MAX1605EUT#TG16

DigiKey

MAX1605EUTTG16CT-ND

1

$3.95

$3.95

* sample from Coilcraft
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7.2 Neutron detector analog board
Table 2 shows the parts list for the detector analog module, followed by the schematic.
Table 2: Bill of Materials for detector analog board
Item Name

Description

Mfgr.

Mfgr. PN

Distributor

Distributor PN

Buy
Quant

Ea

Buy
cost

1

C1

10uF ceramic 0805 16V
X5R

Murata

GRM21BR61C106KE15K

DigiKey

490-6473-1-ND

10

$0.13

$1.30

2

C2

1uF ceramic 0805 25V
X7R

TDK

CL21B105KAFNNNE

DigiKey

1276-1066-1-ND

10

$0.08

$0.81

3

C3

100nF ceramic 0603
25V X7R

Murata

GRM188R71E104KA01D

DigiKey

490-1524-1-ND

10

$0.02

$0.19

4

C5

180pF ceramic 0603
50V

Murata

GRM1885C1H181JA01D

DigiKey

490-1433-1-ND

10

$0.05

$0.47

5

C6

100nF cearmic 0603
25V X7R

Murata

GRM188R71E104KA01D

DigiKey

490-1524-1-ND

10

$0.02

$0.19

6

D1

BAT54AT Dual
Schottky diode in
SOT23

Diodes Inc

BAT54ALT1G

DigiKey

BAT54ALT1GOS
CT-ND

1

$0.44

$0.44

7

LED1

Green LED 5mm round
with diffused lens

Lite-On Inc.

LTL2R3kGD-EM

DigiKey

160-1852-ND

1

$0.33

$0.33

8

LED2

Blue LED 5mm round
high output

Cree Inc

C503B-BAN-CH0C0461

DigiKey

C503B-BANCY0C0461-ND

1

$0.27

$0.27

9

R1

470Ω 0603 5%

Yageo

RC0603JR-07470RL

DigiKey

100

$0.00

$0.44

10

R2

100kΩ 0603 5%

Yageo

RC0603JR-07100KL

DigiKey

100

$0.00

$0.44

11

R3

10kΩ 0603 5%

Yageo

RC0603JR-0710KL

DigiKey

100

$0.00

$0.44

12

R4

1.0MΩ 0603 1%

Yageo

RC0603JR-07100KL

DigiKey

100

$0.01

$0.57

13

R5

820kΩ 0603 5%

Yageo

RC0603JR-07820KL

DigiKey

100

$0.00

$0.44

14

R6

2.2kΩ 0603 5%

Yageo

RC0603JR-072K2L

DigiKey

100

$0.00

$0.44

15

R7

47kΩ 0603 5%

Yageo

RC0603JR-0747KL

DigiKey

100

$0.00

$0.44

16

R8

15kΩ 0603 5%

Yageo

RC0603JR-0715KL

DigiKey

100

$0.00

$0.44

17

R9

100kΩ 0603 5%

Yageo

RC0603JR-07100KL

DigiKey

100

$0.00

$0.44

18

R10

180Ω 0603 5%

Yageo

RC0603JR-07180RL

DigiKey

100

$0.00

$0.44

19

R11

100kΩ 0603 5%

Yageo

RC0603JR-07100KL

DigiKey

100

$0.00

$0.44

20

R12

51Ω 0603 5%

Yageo

RC0603JR-07100KL

DigiKey

100

$0.00

$0.44

100

$0.01

$0.57

100

$0.01

$0.57

311-470GRCTND
311-100KGRCTND
311-10KGRCTND
311-1.00MHRCTND
311-820KGRCTND
311-2.2KGRCTND
311-47KGRCTND
311-15KGRCTND
311-100KGRCTND
311-180GRCTND
311-100KGRCTND
311-51GRCT-ND
311-681KHRCTND
311-1.00MHRCTND

21

R13

681kΩ 0603 1%

Yageo

RC0603FR-07681KL

DigiKey

22

R14

1.0MΩ 0603 1%

Yageo

RC0603JR-07100KL

DigiKey

23

U1

Rail to Rail single
supply Opamp, SOT236, 3.3V

STM

TSV630ILT

DigiKey

497-497-8540-1ND-1-ND

1

$0.83

$0.83

24

U2

LMV7271 Comparator,
Rail-Rail, 1.8V

TI

LMV7271MF/NOPB

DigiKey

LMV7271MFLMV7271MFNOPBCT-ND-ND

1

$1.29

$1.29

25

U3

AP7313 3.3V 200mA
LDO, SOT-23, 2%
accuracy

Diodes Inc

AP7313-33SAG-7

DigiKey

AP7313-33SAG7DICT-ND

1

$0.41

$0.41

U4

LTC6993-2 retriggerable, positive
trigger monostable with
programmable clock,
SOT23-6

Linear
Technology

LTC6993CS62#TRMPBF

DigiKey

LTC6993CS6-2TRMPBFCT-ND

1

$3.35

$3.35

26
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7.3 HVPS board using discrete Cockcroft-Walton voltage multiplier
Table 3 shows the parts list for the detector analog module, followed by the schematic.
Table 3: Bill of Materials for HVPS with discrete C-W multiplier
Item Name

Description

Mfgr.

Mfgr. PN

Distributor

Distributor PN

Buy
Quant

Ea

Buy
cost

1

C1

1uF ceramic 0805
25V X7R

TDK

CL21B105KAFNNNE

DigiKey

1276-1066-1-ND

1

$0.08

$0.08

2

C2

10uF ceramic 0805
16V X5R

Murata

GRM21BR61C106KE15K

DigiKey

490-6473-1-ND

1

$0.13

$0.13

3

C3

Johanson

501R15W102kV4E

DigiKey

709-1020-1-ND

1

$0.11

$0.11

4

C4

Johanson

501R15W102kV4E

DigiKey

709-1020-1-ND

1

$0.11

$0.11

5

C5

Johanson

501R15W102kV4E

DigiKey

709-1020-1-ND

1

$0.11

$0.11

6

C6

Johanson

501R15W102kV4E

DigiKey

709-1020-1-ND

1

$0.11

$0.11

7

C7

Johanson

501R15W102kV4E

DigiKey

709-1020-1-ND

1

$0.11

$0.11

8

C8

Johanson

501R15W102kV4E

DigiKey

709-1020-1-ND

1

$0.11

$0.11

9

C9

Johanson

501R15W102kV4E

DigiKey

709-1020-1-ND

1

$0.11

$0.11

10

C10

Johanson

501R15W102kV4E

DigiKey

709-1020-1-ND

1

$0.11

$0.11

11

C11

Johanson

501R15W102kV4E

DigiKey

709-1020-1-ND

1

$0.11

$0.11

12

C12

Johanson

501R15W102kV4E

DigiKey

709-1020-1-ND

1

$0.11

$0.11

13

C13

AVX

2225HC103KAT1A

DigiKey

478-5965-1-ND

1

$1.92

$1.92

14

C14

AVX

2225HC103KAT1A

DigiKey

478-5965-1-ND

1

$1.92

$1.92

15

C15

TDK

C4520CH3F270K160KA

DigiKey

445-11892-1-ND

1

$0.88

$0.88

16

D1

Toshiba

1SS398TE85LF

DigiKey

1SS398TE85LFCT
-ND

1

$0.56

$0.56

17

D2

Toshiba

1SS398TE85LF

DigiKey

1SS398TE85LFCT
-ND

1

$0.56

$0.56

18

D3

Toshiba

1SS398TE85LF

DigiKey

1SS398TE85LFCT
-ND

1

$0.56

$0.56

19

D4

Toshiba

1SS398TE85LF

DigiKey

1SS398TE85LFCT
-ND

1

$0.56

$0.56

20

D5

Toshiba

1SS398TE85LF

DigiKey

1SS398TE85LFCT
-ND

1

$0.56

$0.56

21

R1

47Ω 0603 5%

Yageo

RC0603JR-0747RL

DigiKey

311-47GRCT-ND

100

$0.00

$0.44

22

R2

100kΩ 0603 5%

Yageo

RC0603JR-07100KL

DigiKey

311-100KGRCTND

100

$0.00

$0.44

23

R3

4.7MΩ, 5%, 0603

Yageo

RC0603JR-074M7L

DigiKey

311-4.7MGRCTND

100

$0.00

$0.44

24

R4

100 MΩ, 5%, 1206,
high voltage 1/4 W

Vishay
Dale

CRCW1206100MJPEAHR

DigiKey

541-100MALCTND

1

$0.59

$0.59

25

R5

50 MΩ, 5%, 1206,
1/4 W

Stackpole

HMC1206JT50M0

DigiKey

HMC1206JT50M0
CT-ND

1

$0.58

$0.58

26

R6

100 MΩ, 5%, 2512,
high voltage 1W

Bourns

CHV2512-JW-107ELF

DigiKey

CHV2512-JW107ELFCT-ND

1

$0.58

$0.58

27

T1

1:20 surface mount
transformer

Coilcraft

LPR6235-253PMRB

DigiKey

LPR6235253PMRB

1

$0.0*

$0.00

14

U1

MAX1605 DC-DC
flyback boost regulator,
SOT23-6

Maxim

MAX1605EUT#TG16

DigiKey

MAX1605EUTTG16CT-ND

1

$3.95

$3.95

1n ceramic 0805
500V X7R
1n ceramic 0805
500V X7R
1n ceramic 0805
500V X7R
1n ceramic 0805
500V X7R
1n ceramic 0805
500V X7R
1n ceramic 0805
500V X7R
1n ceramic 0805
500V X7R
1n ceramic 0805
500V X7R
1n ceramic 0805
500V X7R
1n ceramic 0805
500V X7R
10nF, 3kV, X7R, size
2225
10nF, 3kV, X7R, size
2225
27pF, 3kV, NP0, size
1808
Dual series high
voltage rectifier, 400V
PIV, SOT-23
Dual series high
voltage rectifier, 400V
PIV, SOT-24
Dual series high
voltage rectifier, 400V
PIV, SOT-25
Dual series high
voltage rectifier, 400V
PIV, SOT-26
Dual series high
voltage rectifier, 400V
PIV, SOT-27

* sample from Coilcraft
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7.4 Moderator
Table 4 shows the parts list for the detector’s HDPE plastic moderator. These pieces are all
rectangular cuts from HDPE sheet stock of various thickness. If ordering the parts from Professional
Plastics, they allow ordering to selected tolerance for a little more cost per part. With careful design,
one can order the parts and only have secondary machining for completion.
Note the * on the parts in Table 4 – these are optional choices that will eliminate the need for machining
the round groove in the 2.11” thick blocks to accommodate the tube in the assembled slot. If ordering
these pieces, the slot will simply be expanded in size for the tube to fit with the 2.11” thick blocks.
Another tip for ordering from Professional Plastics is that they have a $20 minimum order for each line
item. For the parts in the table showing a cost of $20, the number of parts in that line could be doubled
or tripled and the price would still be $20. So, order extra parts or join with another builder to get the
best value.
The nylon screws specified in Table 4 are much longer than needed for any of the joints. They were
each cut to length as needed. Nylon is not specifically needed and was chosen primarily as a cosmetic
match to the rest of the moderator. Stainless could likely be used with satisfactory results.
Table 4: Bill of Materials for neutron detector moderator
Item Name
1

H1

2

H2

2*

H2*

3

H3

3*

H3*

4

H4

5

MSC

6

HDL

Description
4.0" x 11" cut 2" natural HDPE
plastic sheet ±0.031"
4.75" x 11" cut 0.5" natural HDPE
plastic sheet ±0.031" [requires
cutting round nose groove in the 2"
thick pieces]
4.97" x 11" cut 0.5" natural HDPE
plastic sheet ±0.031" [avoids cutting
round nose groove in the 2" thick
pieces]
4.5" x 4.75" cut 1" natural HDPE
plastic sheet ±0.031" [requires
cutting round nose groove in the 2"
thick pieces]
4.5" x 4.75" cut 1" natural HDPE
plastic sheet ±0.031" [avoids cutting
round nose groove in the 2" thick
pieces]
6.25" x 7.0" cut 1" natural HDPE
plastic sheet ±0.031"
Nylon 1/4-20 machine screw pan
head 3" length (cut these to desired
length), pkg. 100
4" Aluminum handle with 8-32
threaded holes

Buy
Quant

Ea

Buy
cost

Distributor

Distributor PN

Professional Plastics

HDPE sheet

2

$25.61

$51.22

Professional Plastics

HDPE sheet

1

$20.00

$20.00

Professional Plastics

HDPE sheet

1

$20.00

$20.00

Professional Plastics

HDPE sheet

1

$20.00

$20.00

Professional Plastics

HDPE sheet

1

$20.00

$20.00

Professional Plastics

HDPE sheet

2

$10.00

$20.00

Amazon.com

Nylon screws

1

$16.85

$16.85

McMaster Carr

1897A52

1

$4.38

$4.38

The sheet on the following page is a scale drawing of the moderator assembly with core dimensions and
many of the assembly’s secondary finishing details. In general, feel free to “ad lib” in its construction.
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7.5 Electronics housing
For the prototype, a housing was manually machined from a single billet of aluminum - it was a lot
of work. This would be an easy CNC job. On the other hand, the purpose could be well served by
modification of inexpensive off-the-shelf enclosures. Table 5 lists three [untested] opportunities for use
of off-the-shelf housings.
The Compac (brand) enclosures are produced from an extruded aluminum rectangle for the main body
and the flanged front and fitted back are attached with finely positioned small screws – they are finely
machined enclosures commonly used for RF circuit enclosures. To use one of these enclosures, one
would need to make a rectangular aluminum divider (sceptum) to go between the two boards and
provide screws to mount it to the front cover.
The Marlin P. Jones diecast aluminum enclosure was selected for its right size – particularly in
thickness. Both Bud and Hammond make diecast enclosures of many types, but none were thin enough
that they would fit entirely within the 1” HDPE base top piece. It is highly desirable to simply cut a
through hole in the top 1” base piece to house the electronics box without having to mill and additional
recess in the bottom 1” base piece. The MPJ box looks like it would fit. To use this very inexpensive
box, cut a flat piece of aluminum sheet metal to be the visible flange on the top of the moderator. Use
machine screws to attach this top flange to the BOTTOM of the diecast box. Now add a sceptum to the
box to provide the shielding between the boards. With this design, the electronics can be mounted
exactly the same as for the machined box.
As previously mentioned, the analog board mounts to the housing by pushing its LEDs into matched
holes in the front and providing a foam pad spring to the press the board toward the front with pressure
coming from the screwed on back of the box. The HVPS board is mounted to the front using double
stick foam tape to space it off of the diecast bottom.
Table 5: Possible solutions for the electronics box
Item Name
1 BOX_1

2 BOX_2

3 BOX_3

44

Description
Compac Blank series box, interior 1.5"
x 2.75" x 0.75" (posts in corners) with
top flange. Add internal sceptum.
Compac RFT series box, interior 1.5" x
2.75" x 0.75" (no corner obstructions,
more screws) with top flange. Add
internal sceptum.
MPJ 3.15" x 2.17" x 0.98" exterior die
cast aluminum box. Must add your own
flange top and mount this box upside
down. Also add internal sceptum as
shield.

Buy
Quant

Ea

Buy
cost

Distributor

Distributor PN

Compac Development
Corp

51150-075-1

1

$33.02

$33.02

Compac Development
Corp

R-51150-075-1

1

$52.39

$52.39

Marlin P. Jones

16282 BX

1

$3.90

$3.90
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